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Editor’s Rant
Pants are on fire

I read stories from around the world about the good and bad
news that comes out of pubs; pub-beating is a popular topic
in mainstream media. But even I was appalled by one in The
Conversation – the self-professed fusion of “Academic rigour
[and] Journalistic flair”.
The article by Peter Miller began like most: uncorroborated
statements semi-disguised as fact; modus operandi for
journalists seeking readers through biased commentary and
inflammatory lobbyist remarks. But Miller is no journalist. He
is the ‘Principle Research Fellow at Deakin University’ and
recipient of assorted research funding. The story appeared
to contain a healthy number of links to potentially credible
sources, however looking into these and the point they were
supposedly demonstrating, I became all the more outraged.
Sadly, I cannot devote this entire magazine to shooting down
shameful pseudo-journalism masquerading as legitimate
insight, but after many hours researching and prioritising my
counter-points, here are some highlights.
The article is opinionated (and likely incorrect) from halfway
into the headline: Early pub closing times work for Kings Cross
– they will for Queensland too. This is based on the “massive
decline in crime” brought by trading hour restrictions.
Prophetic, given BOCSAR’s report is not due until next year,
and that body has previously noted the very complex nature
of the analysis.
But the motherload of controversy appeared under
‘Compelling Arguments’, which boldly states that Newcastle
proves “businesses don’t have to suffer” and now had “almost
50% more liquor licences”. The link for the latter statement –
The Conversation’s own OLGR page – was broken, possibly
removed due to gross inaccuracy.

that there had been a significant number of pitfalls identified
for patrons and businesses alike”. But these did not warrant
mention in The Conversation.
The NDLERF paper compared the mandatory restrictions
in Newcastle with voluntary measures adopted in Geelong.
While Miller found conclusions in Newcastle’s statistical
ambiguity, Geelong’s measures were generally agreed to be
ineffective – with the exception of the ‘Nightlife 2’ strategy:
improved radio contact between police and licensees. Put
to Victoria Police, it noted that assaults “inside the clubs are
down or very low” but also said:
“The majority of assaults now are in the home between mum
and date or just friends in the house—some of the parties get
out of hand, and you get a lot more assaults in that area than
you do in the city.”
Miller admits he “[doesn’t] have Australian data on how much
money changes hands in the night-time economy”, but that’s
OK, because I do. A 2013 Council of Capital City Lord Mayors
report found “sales revenues in the night time economy has
jumped by more than 13%” in the reporting period 2009-2013,
to $102 billion.
It also notes this is the same as the entire forecast national
total for both domestic and international tourism, and that the
NTE employs 8.5 per cent of the country’s workers, and grew
employment at nearly double the rate of the overall economy.
These are merely four of the points I would like to argue from
the 23 in Miller’s article– which I believe is a new record,
and to which I offer: Access to independent, high-quality,
authenticated, explanatory journalism underpins a functioning
democracy*.
*The Conversation – Who we are

The former statement referenced the National Drug Law
Enforcement Research Fund (NDLERF) paper Dealing with
alcohol-related harm and the night-time economy; a
comprehensive (202 page) and properly scientific document.
I subsequently read the vast majority of this document, but
never found the reference to businesses not suffering.
What I did find was reference to an independent study on the
financial effects, which “found that nine of the fourteen hotels
as a result of these restrictions either: closed, had receivers
appointed or changed hands”. Also, the NDLERF Conclusions
stated “The findings also suggested that lockouts were a less
convincing strategy for reducing alcohol-related harm and
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NEWS
MERIVALE TAKES UP
NEWPORT ARMS
Ending years of speculation, the Bayfield family officially
announced the sale of its iconic Newport Arms Hotel in early
February.

Hemmes eager to begin another project along the lines of his
transformation of Coogee’s Palace into a Pavilion.
“The Newport Arms is undoubtedly one of Australia’s most
iconic pubs,” said Hemmes. “It is a spectacular property in a
beautiful location and holds a very special place in the hearts
of locals.”
Merivale will take possession in May, and reports plans to
continue operations unchanged for a while and get ‘in tune’
with the surrounds before integrating some of the flair that
has brought it so much success in recent years.

$100M OF PUB
PURCHASES FOR
REDCAPE & HPI
In late February Redcape Hotel Group snapped up the topperforming Crown Hotel in Revesby for more than $30 million.
Coming in at #19 on the OLGR list of gaming venues, it
represents Redcape’s largest acquisition to date.
This sale, through JLL Hotels, brings the Group’s portfolio to
30 venues, after the recent purchases of Eastwood’s Landmark
Hotel for around $28 million, and the Eastern Creek Hotel for
around $10 million through Ray White.
Newport Arms beer garden

The Bayfields have gradually divested their once golden
portfolio, in 2012 offloading the Belrose Hotel to Redcape, and
the Caringbah Hotel to ALH for $44 million. Both sales were
conducted through Ray White’s Director – Asia Pacific, Andrew
Jolliffe, who was also appointed to market The Arms.
The Laundys, who late last year bought the nearby Mona Vale
Hotel from Dr Peter Beaumont in a package with Cronulla’s
Northies, have previously been suitors to The Arms. But in a
recent interview with PubTIC, Arthur Laundy said although an
agreement was reached the deal fell through in controversial
circumstances.

As one of Australia’s largest pub owner operators, the
acquisitions have further fuelled rumours of a $400 million
float later this year by Redcape’s owners – US hedge funds
Värde and York Capital. In late 2013, Redcape spun off HPI
(Hotel Property Investments) as an investment vehicle,
boasting a portfolio of around 40 venues, most landlord to
Coles and ALH-operated pubs.
HPI enjoyed a lot of success in 2014, acquiring the ALHtenanted Magnums Airlie Beach and Coles-tenanted The
Wallaby on the Gold Coast, both brokered also through Ray
White. It was flagged as one of the best-performing IPOs on
the ASX last year.

“It was a family decision and the timing seemed right in
the market,” said Wayne Bayfield about the public listing in
February, which is in fact the first time the sale has been
offered on the open market.
Built by local entrepreneur and Alderman Charles Jeannerett
in 1880, the Newport Hotel was purchased by Reschs in 1919,
which was in turn purchased by Tooths in 1929. Selling the
leasehold in 1986, Tooths remained in management of the
hotel until purchased by the Bayfields in 1991.
Despite its status on the Northern Beaches and idyllic location,
Jolliffe conceded areas of the hotel could benefit from
rejuvenation and would “reward further capex allocation”.
In mid-March the announcement came that hotel trendsetters Merivale had signed on the line for The Arms, for what
sources say was around $47 million. The group described it as
“an exciting addition” to its growing hospitality portfolio, with
Magnums, Airlie Beach
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OPINION
CONSISTENCY: THE MISSING INGREDIENT
Behind every great bar are the brands, bartenders and tools –

The question arises: how can 2 drinks, made by the same

delivering a liquid promise to its thirsty guests.

bartender, with identical ingredients taste so different?

When competition is only a few steps to the next venue,

And therein lies the paradox; great spirits brands are

Quality, Value and Consistency (QVC) are the metrics pubs

manufactured consistently, yet at the point of serve if not

should use to measure success.

poured correctly by a bartender, using proper measuring and

Unfortunately, as a business solution ... QVC is hard to achieve.

pouring tools, then certainty changes.

Quality and Value can be driven via the brands and prices

Unwittingly, this inconsistency affects venue profits, as

consumers are asked to pay at a venue, yet contrary to
linear thinking, Consistency is not a natural consequence of
achieving the first two outcomes, as Consistency is the ability

consumers tend to migrate away from a prepared, mixed
alcoholic beverage, to the certainty of a bottled drink
alternative, sold at lower price points, at a lower margin. This

to replicate an exact outcome, every time.

process is known as ‘category swap’.

In terms of a mixed drink outcome, Consistency requires a

Paradoxically, the failure to make the few-hundred-dollar

correctly portioned amount of alcohol to be delivered, without
wastage, into its final serving vessel – no variation; in volume,

investment in accurate bar tools has a potentially detrimental
impact on sales and profitability that’s far greater than

taste, and appearance. Something easier said than done.

imagined by many publicans and their managers.

We’ve all been out drinking and experienced a repeat drink

As a business outcome, Consistency becomes an important

order that tasted completely different to the first consumed.

pivot around which Quality and Value live; reputations depend
on it.

Michael Silvers is founder and CEO of Uberbartools: world
leaders in the design and manufacture of speed and efficiency
tools used to increase drink consistency and reduce alcohol
wastage.

Michael Silvers, founder and CEO of Uberbartools

www.uberbartools.com
To see a video of Uberbartools’ “Pouring & Measuring” solution
click here …
For more information on Uberbartools, click here …
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NEWS
PUB STAFF CHARGED
OVER PATRON DEATH
Three staff members of the South Australia’s Penneshaw Hotel
were charged after a patron nearly six times the legal limit
died driving home.
Local Kangaroo Island resident 55-year-old Anthony Read
crashed his ute driving from the pub, where it is reported that
on 23 June, 2013 he consumed 22 drinks at the bar before
being sold a six-pack for the 30-kilometre trip home. He died
shortly after when he collided with a tree, and later returned a
blood alcohol reading of 0.292.
Hotel manager Trevor Jaggard, duty manager Richard Purvis
and employee Dean Carey were charged with multiple counts
of selling or supplying liquor to an intoxicated person. Carey
pleaded guilty to Christie’s Beach Magistrate’s Court to serving
Read three drinks and admitted to selling Read the take-away
liquor, but claimed it was under instruction from Purvis. CCTV
showed the other 19 drinks were served by Purvis and another
duty manager over the course of a nine-hour stay at the hotel.
Magistrate Koula Kossiavelos fined Carey $700, but did not
record a conviction. Managers Purvis and Jaggard are due
to appear in court in April. The Penneshaw Hotel has not
responded to PubTIC’s enquiry for comment.

SLEEPING BEAUTY PUB
SET TO BREAK HEARTS
AND RECORDS

The campaign was steered by Manenti Quinlan & Associates
and Callagher Estate Agents, with Jerry Quinlan reporting the
vendor was advised the best result would likely come through
auction, following “a short, sharp campaign”.
“In 33 years of business, we’ve never had an enquiry rate like
we have seen with this,” MQ’s Gerry Quinlan told PubTIC,
following 147 IMs and 56 inspections in the first week, before
marketing to the Asian arenas even began. “Some enquiries
are about use as a hotel, or as residence, but there are a lot of
other use enquiries – a whole range.”
The hotel went to auction 25 March, but a clear result wasn’t
reached and PubTIC understands negotiations are still taking
place.

KEYSTONE SELLING KINGS
CROSS SUGARMILL
At the start of March The Keystone Group listed the freehold of
its Kings Cross Darlinghurst Rd icon, the Sugarmill Hotel. The
Group will remain tenants in the ground floor bar, two levels
of Kit & Kaboodle nightclub, and Sweethearts rooftop bar, with
the four-level building being marketed through JLL Hotels
and Colliers International and expected to fetch around $20
million.
It continues the sale and lease-back trend of recent years,
as seen recently with Solotel selling the bricks and mortar
of nearby Double Bay’s Golden Sheaf for around $43 million
to a property investor through JLL and CBRE. The building
housing Keystone’s Winery Bar recently sold for around $50
million, and the freehold of the Gazebo on Elizabeth Bay Rd
is currently on the market, holding a long lease to Keystone’s
Gazebo Wine Garden.
The Sugarmill has no doubt suffered from the controversial
restrictions on Kings Cross, most severely the lockouts that
have turned the late-night entertainment zone into a ghost
town by 2am.

In late February the Palisade Hotel hit the market. Closed
since 2008 it recently enjoyed a massive refurbishment and
its proximity to the $6 billion Barangaroo development has
prompted much speculation as to its value and future.
Built by the Sydney Harbour Trust in 1912, it shares ‘Federation
Free Style’ design with nearby stalwarts The Mercantile and
Observer Hotels, and enjoys sweeping views of the Harbour
Bridge foreshore.
8 | March 2015 PubTIC

Outside Sugarmill, 1:30 am Saturday night

NEWS
‘DRACONIAN’ LIQUOR
LAWS NEED REVIEW:
LAWYER
The new laws implemented by the NSW OLGR on 1
March included the tightening of ‘intoxication’ loopholes,
in an attempt to stop publicans relying upon a defence
of reasonable steps to avoid the offence of allowing
intoxication.
One of a raft of measures that took effect last month,
the “Steps to prevent intoxication on licensed premises”
guidelines are a direct response to the Police and OLGR
losing numerous prosecutions under Section 73, which
leaves room for ambiguity.
“These guidelines have
been specifically designed
to thwart the defence of
reasonable steps taken by
a licensee to ensure that
intoxication doesn’t occur
on the premises,” hospitality
specialist lawyer, David
Sylvester, told PubTIC.
While the measures go some
way to closing the door
their unrealistic expectation
is subtly addressed in the
preamble, which admits
David Sylvester
the steps are “not a licence
requirement”. The question of all patrons being monitored
for speech, coordination and general behaviour becomes
particularly ambitious in large venues holding hundreds to
thousands of patrons.
Patrons not visiting the bar or remaining seated present
even further challenges, and the question of how
frequently assessments should be undertaken becomes a
logistical minefield.
“I suspect that the OLGR and Police will be vigorous in
their enforcement of the guidelines over the next six
months. Clearly, the guidelines cannot be implemented
as a specific licence condition because a licensee or
manager would find it almost impossible to implement
and monitor,” said Sylvester.
“Criminal courts may find it difficult to convict licensees
and/or managers of ‘permitting intoxication’ based on
the guidelines because they are way too onerous and
extremely difficult to put into place and manage.”
The paradox of the regulations’ attempt to lock in
responsibility for the inherently unpredictable nature of
intoxication highlights the burden of an industry under

fire, as agenda-wielding stakeholders continue to push for
further restrictions and punitive measures for venues.
“Will these people ever be satisfied?” Sylvester questions.
“They have effectively decimated a large section of the
industry based on largely irrelevant considerations –
and they still don’t get it. Their often emotive rhetoric
continues to be eaten up by mainstream media outlets
keen to sensationalise the issues of alcohol and violence
without any reference to personal responsibility.
“The Government has a duty to those in the industry to
take note of their own statistics and seriously look toward
relaxing some of these draconian laws.”

ACCORDS TACKLE
PROBLEMS AND
PERCEPTIONS
Sydney’s City North Liquor Accord (CNLA) is pushing for
all its members to undertake specialist training following
its success with staff in the Rocks Precinct Liquor Accord
(RPLA), subsidising it by around 90 per cent.
The program by Three Cheers Training is a proactive
campaign to improve patron safety and management, and
address trade restrictions head-on. RPLA Chairman, CNLA
President and licensee of The Orient, James Stevenson,
lauded the results.
“I could not recommend this training enough,” said
Stevenson. “Feedback from all venues has been very positive
and by following through with initiatives highlighted in the
course, we have seen a marked difference in the general
attitude and behaviour of patrons in the area.
“We have also all managed to keep patrons inside our
venues longer, which has had a positive effect on cashflow
and helped the overall image of pubs in the Rocks. I would
encourage all operators to pro-actively undertake this
training.”
The ‘Special Alcohol
Management Service’
has recently been
made available online,
which offers significant
advantages as staff can
complete it anytime and
individually, rather than at
an outside location or at
the venue as a group.

James Stevenson
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MAJOR FEATURE

On The Ball

Sports venues are kicking goals
around the country – reaping the
benefits of the atmosphere and the
fans that come to watch sport.
Clyde Mooney takes a look.

Sports bar. Such a well-known concept it is almost a cliché. But like all things, some do it better than others. Over a decade ago
I managed The Australian Hotel, in San Diego, California. It boasted the only frozen font beer taps in that city, if not the country,
and the obligatory array of boomerangs, kangaroos and references to Fosters.
It also sported 47 televisions, linked to a bank of receiver boxes fed 300 channels from two satellite dishes. We could section off
areas and put all the surrounding TVs to any given game, and host groups of fans.
Americans are slightly obsessed with the ‘sports bar’, but Aussies aren’t far behind in the love of sports. Plenty of pubs around the
country pack the premises every weekend and often in between, with enthusiastic crowds of fans that want little more than a
good place to cheer and enjoy their sport with like-minded devotees.
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MAJOR FEATURE
a dozen venues, including six bought in the past year or so.
Group general manager Rod Lawson told PubTIC some of the
philosophy behind their venues.
“When we renovate we try to encapsulate every market we
can, and get them for the whole package,” said Lawson.
“These days large home TVs are not overly expensive, so we
need to offer an experience greater than they can have at
home. And this means more than just a big TV, it includes
tempting food and beverages, and the furniture has to be
comfortable or they won’t stay for extended periods.

Searches on sport through GOLS

“Coupled with mixed-use trade, sport is very high on our
agenda. We’ll have a Platinum TAB where possible, and utilise
every square inch to maximise sports facilities. While it’s good
to get regular patrons back in, we aim to get new patrons too
by hosting events no-one else will.
“Sport is the life-blood of Western Sydney, and Parramatta is
the kind of team where crowds are split: they either love them
or hate them, but they come to watch and we win either way.
PJs has a good outdoor area, and there we have over 25 large
plasma screens.”
Iris has undertaken some big-scale renovations at some of its
pubs, particularly the Clovelly Hotel, which has won several
awards, and the Hunters Hill, which has proven extremely
Hunters Hill Hotel, Sydney

successful.

Getting your game on
Pub operations today really benefit from some kind of or
‘hook’ to differentiate themselves, helping people remember
and hopefully be drawn back. The Aussie pub, as it was
known, was in effect a double-themed venue. Our corny
Australiana and the ‘flavour of the month’ appeal Australia has
enjoyed since we won the 1983 America’s Cup regularly drew
curious newcomers. But big games could bring in hundreds of
people – and we didn’t even have a website, let alone social
media.
One local operator garnering a lot of attention lately is Iris
Group, which emerged a few years ago with its purchase
of Parramatta Irish bar PJs. It now holds keys to more than
March 2015 PubTIC | 11
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The Sporting Globe, Melbourne

“The Clovelly Hotel had a big indoor screen, and we found

Perth’s Inglewood Hotel has called itself a sports bar for a

that when we had sports on people would push inside. We

decade – consciously switching to what they saw as “an

knew they would be more comfortable outside, so we looked

opportunity to fill a large void in the hospitality industry”. It has

around for suitable products, as we didn’t want just any old TV

aggressively targeted this market ever since.

solution.”

“We constantly upgrade our audio visual equipment and were

Lawson says they decided to install a massive high-definition
LED from Big Screen Projects*¹ and have since done same in
several other venues.

the first venue in WA to show Fox Sports in full HD audio

“The week the big TV landed, the Swans were in the finals

restaurant and courtyard, which can be divided into separate

and then we had the NRL Grand Final, and the place was

areas.

packed. Drummoyne has become a big sports venue for us.

“We have built our reputation on our knowledge of what is

We changed the name back to the Oxford, and took it back to
a ‘local’s pub and gave them facilities to enjoy sport.

and visual,” says general manager Glen Daniel. “We currently
have 19 large TVs and a 3m projector throughout our bars,

happening in the world of sports and try to accommodate
all patrons’ requests. We are known in Perth for our in-depth

“But the biggest of all was the Hunters Hill. For this we got the

sports report on our webpage, and ensure our staff are kept

160” TV, and it has kicked goals like we never expected. We

up to date through our private staff Facebook page, our staff

launched it in winter, and almost straight away people were

bulletin board and regular in-house training sessions.”

booking groups 3-4 weeks in advance to watch the footy. With

Indeed one of the problems of being a venue that aligns itself

more Fox Sports channels now, and all codes available, the
hotel has developed a big following in all sports.”
Fox Sports brings a number of benefits, which go to justify its

with sport is the challenge of out-sporting the fanatics. It is
not enough to have great facilities and choices of content; the
staggering volume and variety of content could be a full-time

premium price. Content for venues is often expanded versions
of channels people subscribe to at home, and the brand and
concept are conspicuous across assorted television content
and advertising.
12 | March 2015 PubTIC

*¹ Big Screen Projects supply, install and maintain custom-sized
LED screens made up of modular blocks that combine to produce
whatever size required.

MAJOR FEATURE
job for someone charged with a venue’s programming and

complimentary schooner of beer when they Beat the Boss

promoting.

in the tips each round!” says Beachfront manager, Amanda

In Victoria, The Sporting Globe (TSG) group seems to have

Dunne.

struck upon a winning formula, now operating six instalments

“Each round we have Friday Night Footy on our big screen,

of its blueprint throughout Melbourne and surrounds. AFL is

with big sound, Carlton Draught and complimentary footy

most popular in Victoria and TSG’s venues naturally specialise

meat pies at half-time. We have access to all sports and what

in screening plenty of games, but also ranges plenty of NRL,

station and time they are on through Game On Live Sports,

soccer and UFC.

which lets us promote in advance and ensure we have all the

The chain enjoys a collective social media following of nearly

big games on the screens when they are taking place.”

30,000, who are regularly informed of relevant programming

Adelaide’s Hilton Hotel also plays by similar rules, with an

and offers through Facebook and Twitter. Its loyalty program

active loyalty system that offers discounts to local businesses

encourages customers to frequent venues and accrue points,

and residents, a Big Screen, and seating and layout to

which can be used as credits on bills.

encourage crowds. Sports programming is particularly well-

Each week, a comprehensive programming list is provided to

suited to facilities that cater to groups, as fans are always

all venues by the marketing department and promoted on the

drawn to opportunities to enjoy games as teams.

group website. This list is custom-made for TSG as ongoing

“We do push bit of footy,” says the Hilton’s owner, James

subscribers to Game On Live Sports*² (GOLS), which provides

Franzon. “We have a massive table that seats around 30 people

tailored information across virtually every feed possible.

right in front of the big TV, which we try to book to one big

TSG also operates a booming footy-tipping that is free to join

group for major events.”

and dangles a $3000 main prize.

Hilton Hotel, Adelaide

Considerably North of Victoria Darwin’s Beachfront Hotel
plays much the same game, and really embraces the
competitive spirit with its Sportspick tipping comp and ‘Beat
the Boss’.
“Each person receives their very own membership card
to put their tips in each week, and tippers are entitled to a
14 | March 2015 PubTIC

*² Game On Live Sports provides venue promotion, accurate
tailored programming, scheduling and statistics for around $10
per week. Program feeds include: Fox Sports 1-5, Fox Footy, ESPN,
ESPN 2, Be in sports (formerly Setanta), all free-to-air channels,
Main Event, and special event channels such as the Olympic
Games when available.

MAJOR FEATURE
The Following
Sports is a very location-influenced pass-time, with different
games, codes, teams, local facilities and community culture all
influencing the numbers and preferences of fans.
Soccer is king of the crowds, and garners more than double
(36%) the number of fan searches of its nearest rival AFL (17%).
Rugby codes also fare well in searches (13%), as do more niche
sports that often aren’t available at home, such as boxing and
UFC*³.
This naturally means venues need to key in to the sports and
types of fans available to them. For example, Iris encourages

“The Inglewood hotel has just over 7,700 followers on
Facebook, and another 1500 on Twitter,” says Daniel. “We try
to balance our posts so our followers get all our important
information without feeling like they are swamped with
promotions.
“We use local papers and radio, and have been sponsors for
such things as the AFL grounds conditions live report. Game
on live sports is another service that promotes patrons to the
hotel by directing them to our website.”
In Darwin, the Beachfront has not only 23,000 ‘Likes’, but
5,000 people have downloaded its custom App, which allows
them to push notifications for games and events.

Amanda and Guy Dunne, Beachfront Hotel, Darwin

League in its western Sydney venues in Parramatta and
Riverwood, with plans for upgraded facilities for the massive
crowds that arrive at its Wentworth Hotel, beside Homebush
Stadium. The Crest in Kings Cross is no longer the 24-hour
sports mecca it was before the 1:30 lockouts, but still shows
an array of different offerings to its largely multi-cultural
patronage every minute it is open and is soon to become
“Sydney’s best sports bar” according to Lawson.
“At the other end of scale, due to the high number of people
in Bondi born in Britain and Europe, at the Cock n Bull we
do a lot of overseas sports: IPL (T20), Gaelic football, English
Premier League. A good soccer game can bring in hundreds of
people.”
Local newspapers and other forms of traditional media
come into their own with community-based sport, but the
interactive nature of well-executed social media is a very
valuable tool in fine-tuning what patrons are really seeking.

“We are currently very active on Facebook with our tipping
competition, and this season we will be running opinion polls
on the big AFL news stories,” says Dunne.
Enjoying 10,000 Likes of its own, The Hilton manages its
assorted marketing and design in-house. Priding itself on the
annual bonanza that is the Melbourne Cup, bookings begin
on the big day of the previous year with sell-out typically six
weeks in advance.
“My wife does all the marketing, social media and campaigns,
which I think gives it a good female perspective,” says Franzon.
“We advise previous comers to book early, and try to always
improve and offer something new – like a live horse out the
front for pics.”

*³ Statistics courtesy Game On Live Sports.
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Feature - Cider

WHICH CIDER YOU ON?
In recent years cider has been labelled the ‘fastest-growing
category’. As a relatively new addition to the repertoire of the
typical Australian drinker it is no wonder, when the easy-drinking
drink proffers an increasingly sophisticated spectrum and blurs the
lines from wine to RTD. Clyde Mooney reports.
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Feature - Cider
Ciders Ain’t Ciders
While it as widely accepted that well-established categories
such as wine and whiskey enjoy a broad range of styles,
quality and providence, for some time mainstream cider in
Australia was limited to three varietals of Strongbow.
The brand still holds around 50 per cent market share, but its
simple, easy-drinking summer style is fast growing a bevvy
of competition both from other mainstream producers – and
artisanal producers taking drinkers to the next evolution.

The different techniques exhibit some often subtle but
important differences, and allow for individuality of expression
of the ingredients and the brewer. Willie Smith Cider is a biproduct of the orchard established by William Smith in the
Huon Valley back in 1888 and expert brewing methodology,
bringing Australia its first certified organic cidery.
The apple orchard is today run by fourth-generation Smith
Andrew and provides all Willie Smith Cider apples, which are
crushed, fermented and bottled at the farm. Reid and the
Smiths engaged acclaimed brewer and judge Neal Cameron,
chief brewing boffin at Australian Brewery, to determine the
science for the organic and traditional-styled products.
“Assistance with Willie Smiths was to help them develop a
craft cider that would also appeal to craft beer drinkers, and
to generate something with more depth of flavour than most
of the many mainstream ciders made from dessert apples,”
Cameron told PubTIC.

Sam Reid, Cider Australia

“The majority of the big brands use imported apples, with
most of these coming from China in a concentrate form that
is reconstituted with sugar and water. The re-constituted juice
is then fermented in the same way that fresh juice would be,”
says Sam Reid – president of Cider Australia, and director at
Willie Smith Cider.
Herein lies the fundamental difference between the two ‘subcategories’ of ciders and perries (made from pears rather than
apples). Reid says no sugar or water are used in traditional
methods producing cider, which have been performed for
centuries in countries such as France, Britain and Spain.

Neal Cameron, Australian Brewery

Andrew and Ian Smith
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“We came up with a fairly innovative process that used Willie
Smiths organic apples and included maturation of juice prior
to fermentation, significant addition of tannins, malolactic
fermentation and finally, extended maturation in oak barrels.
The result was something very different that has proven to be
a huge success.”
Cameron is representative of craft beer brewers in that he also
makes cider. Despite their fairly broad differences, the same
basic ethos is shared: fresh produce, proper fermentation,
brewers’ sweat and tears, filtering and cold storage.
“Gone are the days in Australia of cheap cider imports being
the de rigueur of the market,” continues Cameron. “As tastes
have evolved in wine, food, coffee and most importantly beer
so too has the consumer’s thirst for better cider.

Perhaps cider’s greatest ally in this has been the intriguing and
“beautifully Swedish” Rekorderlig, which now boasts at least 13
fun-loving flavours such as Pomegranate and Wild Berries.
But it is the true brewers that really enjoy the fruits of
the flavour profile contest, with some extraordinary
reinterpretations and striking originals. Willie Smith is an
example of this, as is Rebello Wines’ boutique wine-blended
cider, Cheeky Rascal.
These varietals are not bound by convention and give
producers the opportunity to mash the traditional sciences
with on-trend innovation. Such is Cheeky’s ‘street food’ series,
which includes: Mexican, featuring aromas of apple, lime, mint
and chilli; Italian, with blood orange and limoncello pear; and
Vietnamese, boasting strawberry, lychee and pear.

“Most craft brewers tend to range a cider these days, and those
that don’t will often get one contract brewed. The Australian
Brewery went down this path initially, contract brewing cider
for many Sydney breweries. But as our own volume spiked
and they set up to make their own, those days are behind us
now.”
The Australian Brewery’s Fresh Press Cider is just that: nothing
but freshly pressed apples from an orchard in Orange, straight
into their fermenting tanks. The juice is given a little white
wine yeast and allowed to ferment over a couple of weeks.
The result is crisp and clean, and nicely balanced between the
cider poles sweet and dry.
The AB was one of Australia’s real pioneers in the push back to
cans for craft beer, as enthusiastic brewers extolled the virtues
of the package over glass. Its cider is available in both its
distinctive skinny cans and in draught, which offers operators
attractive margins.
Ruth and Matt Gallace, Cheeky Raskal

The increasingly discerning cider drinker wants to pair their
new-found flavours with food, poses Ruth Gallace, Rebello
CEO. As a drink that is more refreshing than either wine or
beer, this is easy to believe, and as sustainable and organic
food becomes ever more popular, true brewers are welcoming
drinkers to the fold.
“Just like the latest street food we’re seeing, it’s about
respecting the origin of where it all started and ensuring
authenticity, but putting our own contemporary spin on it,”
says Gallace.

Fresh Press Cider Can

Top of the Tree
While high-volume ciders such as Bulmers, Magners and
Strongbow have been doing a fantastic job of drawing people
into the category in recent years, the flamboyant other end of
the style range entices new-convert cider drinkers into further
experimentation.

Reid’s roles with both Cider Australia and Willie Smiths gives
him an insightful perspective on this evolution of the category,
and he firmly believes the divergence of mainstream and ‘craft’
ciders should be acknowledged.
“What we need to do in the cider industry is to start to
educate the trade and the drinkers about the different styles
of ciders that are in the marketplace, as there are plenty of
interesting styles now being produced in Australia,” says Reid.
“As an example, in the Cider Australia Awards each year
we have New World and Traditional styles as well as an
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‘experimental’ category. In the US they have even broader
categories, with New World, English and French, which all
have very different production styles and flavour profiles.”

ciders and perries. One such place is the Brunswick St Cider
House.
Ben Day was operating Melbourne’s iconic Young & Jacksons
when he saw the drinking trend changing and in 2008 opened

Tapping in
and Tapping out

a rooftop cider bar. The 90-pax small bar was a pioneer for

As crafted cider shares production similarities with craft beer, it

“Because I was involved from the infant stages, I had the

shares a proportionately greater problem securing venue taps.

opportunity to build some great relationships and I became

The vast majority of Australian pubs have or are considering a

emotionally invested in the industry,” Day told PubTIC. “Since

full-time cider tap, but few do more than one. This tap is likely
inhabited by a cider bundled with a portfolio of beer from one
of the big two brewers, who not only control nearly fifty per
cent of the market known as ‘craft beer’ despite most drinkers
thinking this comes from passionate, small-scale operations,

cider in Melbourne and Australia, and offered the first taps of
some of the early burgeoning and now well-known brands.

2006 my passion had already centred around building Young
& Jacksons as a leader in the supply of Australian craft beer, so
organically took the path of supporting Australian craft cider
too.
“I believed that this had the potential to be the first themed
bar since Irish bars, and that this industry seemed dynamic

but also range mainstream, often imported ciders.

enough to follow in the footsteps of craft beer.”

Bulmers is the largest cider brand in the world, and like the

After failed attempts to get his employers to bankroll the

expansion of the category generally has made great strides

concept around the country, Day determined to do it himself

through CUB in becoming the cider tap in so many pubs.

and around three years ago opened his Brunswick St Cider

But as the face for Australian cider producers, Reid is highly

House. While not yet ready for national, it has recently grown

critical of the persistent model of big-brewer tap contracts and

a new garden bar and Day reports regular questions on when

welcomes the ACCC investigation into the subject, which he

he will be opening further instalments.

Brunswick St Cider House

says will potentially benefit cider even more than beer.

“My goal for 2015 is to take the food and cider experience to

“Being the exclusive provider of all draught ciders is obviously

another level, focusing on the education of our customers.

pretty clearly locking people out of the opportunity to have

We will continue to showcase the Australian production of

other ciders on tap. With beer at least they are locking down

cider through festivals, degustations and tap exposure, and

certain categories, however with cider it is a blanket lock-out.”

we will continue to support and be loyal to local farmers and

The other option is of course to reject the generous rebate

producers.”

offers and cater to patrons that are drawn to many and exotic
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Brunswick St Cider House garden bar
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Outback & Proud

IN THE MIDDLE
Built in 1876 as a Cobb & Co changing station – somewhere
along Central Queensland’s Kennedy Developmental Road – the
Middleton Pub is still offering respite to weary travellers.
Story and images by Greg Smith

Situated 170 kilometres West of Winton and 190
kilometres East of Boulia, it depends on your
perspective whether Middleton is in the middle
of nowhere or at the centre of the universe. But
if you’re camping across from the pub at the
Middleton ‘Hilton’, the whiteness of the Milky Way
would certainly support the latter.
Lester and Valerie Cain have been welcoming
weary travellers to their Middleton Pub since 2005.
However, Lester’s connection to the district goes
way back to 1961, when he was droving cattle on
horseback through some of the most unhospitable
country in the Aussie outback. Following in his
Dad’s footsteps, their son Stoney helps out in the
bar when he’s not droving, although he has traded
the horse for a helicopter. Stoney refers to his Dad
as ‘The Legend’.
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The pubs accommodation, conveniently located
across the road, always has a vacancy and while
amenities are low, the rates are even lower.

Outback & Proud

The bull riding arena and grandstand

At the Middleton Pub, there’s no gaming room, no karaoke,
no big screen TV. But there are hot meals served every day,
the beer cans are kept cold, and Lester can entertain you with
yarns about life in the outback for hours.
A few years ago, when we first met this very interesting family,
I suggested that my wife might like to take a joy flight with
Stoney.
“Nah, wouldn’t see much … don’t like heights. I stay at treetop
level,” he said, pointing to a spread of photos showing the
results of a meeting he’d had with a tree slightly taller than
usual; the chopper was a write-off, but fortunately Stoney
didn’t have far to fall.
A while back ‘locals’ (from stations up to a hundred kilometres
away) started an annual calf-drafting competition, which
drew huge interest from near and far. The second year saw

the breathalyser down the road, and there was no third year.
Amazing, when you consider the nearest towns are about two
hours away, with nothing between but big skies and dust.
These days, in October, a hundred or so people camp at
the Hilton for the annual Motorcycle Gymkhana, attracting
families from hundreds of miles away to participate and
socialise. Highlights are few and far between out here;
computers, choppers and motorbikes mean fewer and fewer
people are required to live on the stations. The opal miners
have all but disappeared, and after a flurry of seismic testing,
the mining crews have all gone home.
Yet I can’t see Lester and Valerie going anywhere anytime
soon. The Middleton Pub is one of the most remote social
centres on earth – and Valerie has just had the kitchen
renovated.
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